SWOPE GERONIMO
ARMED WITH THE LUTHIER’S EQUIValent of an Ivy League education—undergraduate work with Roger Sadowsky in New York,
and graduate school at Gibson Custom in
Nashville— Chris Swope is now concentrating on building and distributing the Geronimo,
the first model of a new line that bears his
name. The Geronimo’s double-cutaway body
evokes Fender, the sweep of the headstock
recalls some vintage asian imports, and the
net result is both funky and classy. Swope
calls the lacquer finish “Knock-around,” as it
features some light relic-ing and finish checking—something that happens to most
lacquer finishes anyway. The maple neck has
a great feel, and the satin finish on the back
conspires with the rounded fretboard edges
to create the impression of a well-played
vintage instrument with a new fret job.
The pickups and electronics are mounted
separately on a divided pickguard. This
contributes further to the “pawnshop prize”
appearance, and offers the advantage of
access to the electronics without having to
remove the strings, scratchplate, etc. The
controls include Master Volume, Master
Tone, and a Funk Bump switch (more on this
later). The proprietary Swope humbuckers
with their retro/modern plastic covers are
controlled by a 5-way switch that provides
the following settings: neck pickup alone; one
coil from each humbucker wired in parallel
(coils closest to the bridge); both pickups full
humbucking; the same two coils as the
second position but wired in series; and
bridge pickup alone. In the dual-humbucker
position, turning the Funk Bump switch clockwise filters some of the lower frequencies for

a “cocked wah” sound.
Plugged into a Fender Blues Junior or a
Little Walter 50 Watt head, the Geronimo
delivered a palette of sounds uniquely its
own, yet on a par with the best vintage
variety. The neck pickup sounded inspiring as,
though not exactly like, an early Strat neck
pickup, and each of the four options available
for the combination of both pickups found its
niche in the sonic spectrum. The split/parallel
mode was perfect for funk rhythm grooves,
while the twin humbucker setting ruled for
ES-335 style rhythm playing and soloing.
Engaging the Funk Bump switch here kicked
the distorted tones up a notch in presence,
while making this setting’s clean rhythm
sound, well, funkier. The two split coils in
series offered an output similar to the
combined humbuckers, but with a subtly
different voice. The bridge pickup straddled
Tele twang and humbucker mass for
awesome rhythm and lead tones through the
Little Walter head when dialed for some
grind. Kudos to the Volume and Tone controls:
The former maintained treble response all
the way down, while the latter excelled at
making the bridge pickup beefier without
losing punch.
The hardest thing to implant in a new
instrument is character, and the Swope
Geronimo just drips it, thanks to its unique
look, worn-in feel, and a plethora of tones
that evoke the classics while bringing something new to the table. It is obvious Chris
Swope has graduated summa cum laude
from his luthier schooling and has created an
axe that is deserving of an Editors’ Pick
Award. —Michael Ross

MODEL

GERONIMO
CONTACT
PRICE

SWOPEGUITARS.COM
$2,899 street

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
NUT WIDTH
NECK
FRETBOARD
FRETS
TUNERS
BODY
BRIDGE
PICKUPS
CONTROLS

FACTORY STRINGS
WEIGHT
BUILT
KUDOS

CONCERNS

1.656”
Maple
Rosewood, 25.5”
scale, 9.5” radius
22
Gotoh Staggered Vintage
Alder
Gotoh 1099-TBridge
Two Original Geronimo humbuckers
Master Volume, Master
Tone, Funk Bump, 5-way
pickup selector switch
D’Addario, .010-.046
7lbs
USA
Feels like a fine, well-played
vintage instrument. Delivers highly musical sounds
that are uniquely its own.
None.
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